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Excerpt: ...the world is glad, still talks of
grief. The Hammocks Complaint Who
thinks how desolate and strange To me
must seem the autumns change, When
housed in attic or in chest, A lonely and
unwilling guest, I lie through nights of
bleak December, And think in silence, and
remember. I think of hempen fields, where
I Once played with insects floating by, And
joyed alike in sun and rain, Unconscious of
approaching pain. I dwell upon my later
lot, Where, swung in some secluded spot
Between two tried and trusted trees, All
summer long I wooed the breeze. With
song of bee and call of bird And lovers
secrets overheard, And sight and scent of
blooming flowers, To fill the happy
sunlights hours. When verdant fields grow
bare and brown, When forest leaves come
raining down, When frost has mated with
the weather And all the birds go south
together, When drying boats turn up their
keels, Who wonders how the hammock
feels? Lifes Harmonies Let no man pray
that he know not sorrow, Let no soul ask to
be free from pain, For the gall of to-day is
the sweet of to-morrow, And the moments
loss is the lifetimes gain. Through want of
a thing does its worth redouble, Through
hungers pangs does the feast content, And
only the heart that has harbored trouble,
Can fully rejoice when joy is sent. Let no
man shrink from the bitter tonics Of grief,
and yearning, and need, and strife, For the
rarest chords in the souls harmonies, Are
found in the minor strains of life. Preaching
vs. Practice It is easy to sit in the sunshine
And talk to the man in the shade; It is easy
to float in a well-trimmed boat, And point
out the places to wade. But once we pass
into the shadows, We murmur and fret and
frown, And, our length from the bank, we
shout for a plank, Or throw up our hands
and go down. It is easy to sit in your
carriage, And counsel the man on foot, But
get down and walk, and youll change your
talk, As you feel the peg in your boot. It is
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easy to tell the toiler How best he...
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Custer, and Other Poems. by Ella Wheeler Wilcox - Free Ebook Custer and Other Poems [Ella Wheeler Wilcox] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This work has been selected by scholars as being Custer and other poems / Ella
Wheeler Wilcox [electronic text] But the fact stands clear that I am here. In this world of pleasure and woe. And out of
the mist and murk,. Another truth shines plain. It is in my power each day : Custer and Other Poems
(9780554392806): Ella SMILE a little, smile a little. As you go along,. Not alone when life is pleasant,. But when
things go wrong. Care delights to see you frowning,. Loves to hear you Custer, and Other Poems Ella Wheeler
Wilcox Poetry Audiobook The earth spreads carpets for the feet of Spring,. Or, with the strengthening tonic of the
frost,. Prepares for Winter. Should a July noon. Burst suddenly upon a Previous section Points to high noon! and yet the
half-spent day. Leaves less than half remaining, for the dark,. Bleak shadows of the grave engulf the end. To those who
burn the Custer and Other Poems (annotated): Ella Wheeler Wilcox Mini Custer, and Other Poems. - Kindle edition
by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like :
Custer, and Other Poems. eBook: Ella Wheeler Wilcox Custer and Other Poems. Ella Wheeler Wilcox. This is a nice
clean copy of an early collection of her works. Text is clean and unmarked, binding tight. Custer and Other Poems:
Ella Wheeler Wilcox: 9781374866881 ALL that I ask, says Love, is just to stand. And gaze, unchided, deep in thy dear
eyes. For in their depths lies largest Paradise. Yet, if perchance one pressure Custer, and other poems, by Ella
Wheeler Wilcox.: Michigan Of what in its full prime it once has been,. So on my waning years you cast the glory. Of
youth and pleasure, for a little hour. And life again seems like an unread ALL THAT LOVE ASKS. YOU will be what
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you will to be. Let failure find its false content. In that poor word environment,. But spirit scorns it, and is free,. It
masters time, it conquers Custer and other poems / Ella Wheeler Wilcox [electronic text] Custer and Other Poems
has 9 ratings and 0 reviews. Partial Contents: Worlds Need High Noon Transformation Smiles Undiscovered Country
Unanswered LOVE thyself last : Custer and Other Poems (9780554392806): Ella Wheeler Wilcox: Custer, and Other
Poems. and over one million other books are available for Custer and other poems / Ella Wheeler Wilcox [electronic
text] Custer and Other Poems (annotated): Ella Wheeler Wilcox Mini Biography Edition - Kindle edition by Ella
Wheeler Wilcox. Download it once and read it on your Custer and other poems / Ella Wheeler Wilcox [electronic
text] CONTENTS. The Worlds Need8 [ 4 ] High Noon9 Transformation11 Thought-Magnets13 Smiles14 The
Undiscovered Country16 The Universal Route17 Custer and other poems / Ella Wheeler Wilcox [electronic text]
Custer, and other poems, by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. [Michigan Historical Reprint Series] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Custer and other poems / Ella Wheeler Wilcox [electronic text] JUST when all hope had perished
in my soul,. And balked desire made havoc with my mind,. My cruel Ladye suddenly grew kind,. And sent these
gracious Custer, and other poems : Wilcox, Ella Wheeler, 1850-1919 : Free Im sorry for the strong brave men, who
shield the weak from harm,. But who, in their own troubled hours find no protecting arm. Im sorry for the victors who
have Next section Previous section To those who walk beside thee down lifes road. Make glad their days by little acts
of beauty,. And help them bear the burden of earths load. Love thyself last. Jan 23, 2007 Free kindle book and epub
digitized and proofread by Project Gutenberg. Custer and Other Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox Reviews Which
fond souls find in love of love at night. Heart beat with heart, and each clung into each. With twining arms that did but
loose their hold. To cling still closer the traveled man. NAY seer, I do not doubt thy mystic lore,. Nor question that the
tenor of my life,. Past, present and the future, is revealed. There in my horoscope. I do believe. Next section Custer and
Other Poems [Ella Wheeler Wilcox] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This work has been selected by scholars
as being Custer and Other Poems: Ella Wheeler Wilcox: 9781374866874 HERE, in the heart of the world,. Here, in
the noise and the din,. Here, where our spirits were hurled. To battle with sorrow and sin,. This is the place and the spot.
Custer and other poems / Ella Wheeler Wilcox [electronic text] SOMETIMES I wish the railroads all were torn out,.
The ships all sunk among the coral strands. I am so very weary, yea, so worn out,. With tales of those who visit
Previous section Author: Wilcox, Ella Wheeler, 1850-1919. Title: Custer and other poems / Ella Wheeler Wilcox
[electronic text]. Publication info: Ann Arbor, MI: University of Custer and Other Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox
1896 eBay Of friends we used to cherish, and loves we used to know. When Christmas bells are swinging above the
fields of snow. Uprising from the ocean of the present
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